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 The Service by Kentuck, Public library with music to the image with text, layer, coloration, more than a thousand of titles on CD-ROM Won’t you please consider supporting the artists whose music you enjoy by purchasing CDs, purchasing albums, or disabling advertisements on this site. Thanks so much!- Joe Posted by: Joaquin | Oct 13, 2012 10:11:43 PM This is really cool. I love that there is a
simple and low cost way to create slide shows without the need for the consumer to buy $500 worth of software and $500 worth of photo editing skills to do so. I'm sure there are plenty of cool things you can do with this (for example; create a special project that combines my collection of photos taken around the world in one slideshow) but, man, this tool is really going to allow people to create and
share more and more cool things using only Microsoft Office. I just didn't see this type of functionality coming in the Office suite for a while and I'm so glad it's here. Posted by: Jake | Oct 13, 2012 10:14:28 PM I use COUB on all my clients for basic slide shows, as the presentation software is free, this is a great way to get more mileage out of what you have, I find it pretty easy to use as well, the
best bit is, you can combine two or more videos to make your slide show, to give it more texture. Posted by: Simon | Oct 14, 2012 7:31:19 AM I used this a couple of years ago to create a slideshow of images from my kids various school projects and they are still in regular use at home. The free VLC player is a really nice touch and the rotating images are a good idea. Posted by: jamesbak | Oct 14,
2012 7:49:37 AM Coub is also a nice way to make a wedding slideshow. You can make the slideshows yourself but it is pretty cheap to hire someone to do it for you. You can either pay some money or search for "wedding slide show maker" on Google Posted by: Paolo De Rangis | Oct 14, 2012 8:06:07 AM i can tell you that the most impressive thing about this application is that it does not require

any other software such as photoshop. Posted by 82157476af
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